Figure 1. Portrait of a Kentucky Girl in a Rose Garden. Ruth Whittier Shute Tarbell
(1803-1882), Louisville, Ky., 1842-45. Oil on canvas 41 ½” x 29 ¼”, in a reproduction
frame of stained and mahoganized poplar. ST3024.

COMMENTARY: This exceptional portrait represents
the little known Kentucky period in the life of Ruth
Whittier (1803-1882), one of the most heralded New
England born “folk artists” of the early nineteenth
century. She is best known by her early married name,
Ruth Whitter Shute, having married Rev. Samuel A.
Shute (1803-1836), October 17, 1827. The couple worked
in northern New England, where they are known for
creating colorful and charmingly direct watercolor
portraits on paper. After Samuel Shute’s death in 1836,
Ruth Shute continued to paint, but began working more
often in oil on canvas, and occasionally in pastel on
paper.
The Shutes’ distinctive New England style is
characterized not only by striped or gold-leafed backgrounds, but also by almond-shaped eyes, with unusual
exaggeration of the inner corners, and out- lines
around the irises. Early portraits are spare in
composition, while later images are more fully developed and feature full-length renderings of children in
complex landscapes, as seen in Master Burnham, in the
collection of the American Folk Art Museum (below).

Figure 2. Samuel Addison and Ruth
Whittier Shute, Portrait of Eliza Gordon
(Mrs. Zophar Willard Brooks) watercolor on paper, ca. 1833. 24 5/8” x 19”.
American Folk Art Museum 1981.12.24

Until Samuel Shute’s death in 1836, the couple traveled in New England and upstate
New York making portraits of the newly the emergent and increasingly urbanized
middle class, many of whom worked in Lowell’s factories or benefited from the
industrialization that was changing the New
England landscape. The exuberance of their early
portraits reflects the optimism of the 1830s, both in
clothing—characterized by women’s large sleeved
dresses and combs—and in the Fancy chair seen in
the portrait of Eliza Gordon, now at the American
Folk Art Museum. Ruth Whittier Shute’s solo
work possesses a complexity of character and
composition not seen in those by her husband. By
1833, she had ventured into oil on board or canvas,
creating larger and more detailed portraits, often of
Figure 3. Samuel Addison Shute (1803-1836) & Ruth
Whittier Shute (1803-1882), Master Burnham, Watercolor
on paper, 1831-1832. 27 ½” x 19” AFAM. 2013.1.13.
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children, and signing her name alone. 1
As in the portraits made with her
husband, her solo portraits capture the
independence and vulnerability of her
subjects, rendering them sincerely and
without sentiment, while framing them
within pastoral landscapes suggestive of
innocence, promise, and possibility.2
The fundamental style that Ruth Shute
learned to delineate in watercolor
during those collaborative years with
her husband, and then on her own—the
eyes, poses and costume details—she
would carefully observe through her
life, in single or double portraits. After
Samuel’s death in 1836, she was
prepared to continue painting to
support herself and daughter Adaline,
who was born about the time of
William’s death.

Figure 4. Ruth Whittier Shute (1803-1882), Portrait
of a Brother and Sister with Dog, oil on canvas, ca
1835. 44” x 44”. Skinner, Inc. Nov., 2016.

After four years of painting alone, widow Ruth Whittier Shute remarried on March
25, 1840, to Alpha Tarbell (c.1802-1868) of Concord, New Hampshire. By 1842,
seeking to start anew, the family moved to Kentucky, where Alpha gave up school
teaching for cattle trading. They resettled on a farm in Middletown, Kentucky, a
small town just east of the flourishing port of Louisville. Here, Ruth focused upon
painting in oil, rather than watercolor. Subtle improvements in the presentation of
her work, and the size of the canvases, showed that she had adapted her style to the
greater wealth of the flourishing Kentuckians, and in a way that reflected the social
hierarchy of the region. It is clear that she painted the Portrait of a Girl with Roses
relatively early in her Kentucky period—between 1843 and 1845, based upon the
details of the clothing and the larger format. She seems to have given upany further
portraiture in watercolor. Within three years of arriving, she had fully adapted her
style to the market demands of Kentucky’s flourishing culture.
https://www.christies.com/lotfinder/Lot/attributed-to-ruth-whittier-1803-1882-and-samuel5867287-details.aspx
2 http://selftaughtgenius.org/reads/samuel-addison-shute-and-ruth-whittier-shute
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Among the slightly later oil
paintings from Ruth Tarbell’s
Kentucky period is A Boy in a
Waistcoat. She frames him on his
left by a classical column and rose
bush. The subject of the portrait is
unknown, yet his face is executed
in a manner that is nearly identical
to that of Girl in a Rose Garden. A
closely related mid-1840s oil
portrait of a boy in the Shelburne
Museum, likewise shows the sitter
wearing a waist-coat of the same
material—with a book and the rose
bush on the left of the image. It,
too, is attributed to Ruth Shute
Tarbell’s Kentucky period.3
Indeed, the mirrored compositions
suggest the two are brothers, ca.
1845, or slightly later.
The dating of the portraits to the midFigure 5.Portrait of a Kentucky boy with the Rose of
1840s or slightly later, is confidently
Sharon, attr. Ruth W. Shute Tarbell. Oil on
based on images of children in
canvas, 1845-47. 30” x 25” Private Collection.
daguerreotypes and fashion plates.
The shawl collar of the waistcoat; the wide lapels of the coat, and the black silk tie of
the portrait, relate closely in form and pattern to those of a boy in circa 1845 fashion
plate. Louisville-area residents who were able to afford a large painted portrait
would be similarly able to stay abreast of the latest fashions, available through local
sources such as Simon Watkins’ “fashion emporium,” or George Blanchard & Co.’s
clothing store, both on Main Street in 1845.4 The clothing of Portrait of a Girl with Roses
dates just slightly before it. She wears pantaloons gathered to a tight cuff—a style
that first appears in London fashion plates in 1840, and remained popular until about

The attribution is by Helen Kellogg, the scholar who first identified Ruth Whittier and
Samuel A. Shute from their signatures, R.W. Shute and S.A. Shute.
4 Poor, N. Peabody. Haldeman's Picture of Louisville, directory and business advertiser, for 18441845. (Louisville: W.N. Haldeman, 1844). 183
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1845, when long straight pants, and slightly longer dresses become the fashion. 5 She
bears a similarity to the pink checked or textured dress of a young lady from the
mid-1840s, and bears a similarity to the pink checked or textured dress of the girl
depicted in a June 1846 plate from the Magasin des Desmoiselles, shown in Figure 7
(below right), though by that point, the cinched cuffs had become straight again.

Figure 6 (left) Detail from a Fashion Plate ca. 1845, colored lithograph.
Victoria & Albert Museum, E1501-1954. Figure 7 (right), detail, Fashion
plate Magasin des Desmoiselles, v.31, plate 9, June 1, 1846. Los Angeles
Public Library, Casey Fashion Plate Collection, rbc 3599. By 1845, girls’
fashions dictated slightly longer dresses, and cuffs were again straight.

Ruth Whittier Shute Tarbell continued to paint for nearly three decades beyond the
portraits illustrated above—and continued nearly until the end of her life in 1882.
Two later works illustrate the subsequent evolution of her style and technique
Gathered cuffs first appear about 1840, as illustrated in The Workwoman’s Guide, by a
Lady (London: Simpkin, Marshall and Company, Stationers Hall Court, 1840), fig. 15.
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during the last two decades, and hint at her response to her subjects. The first of
these dates about 1855, and shows her daughter and namesake, Ruth Tarbell (b. 1848)
about the age of seven, as shown in figure 7, on the follow page. As with Tarbell’s
earlier work, she still relies on flowers to fill one side of the canvas, yet her, depicts
the seated figure with her torso slightly turned away from the viewer—a departure
from earlier works of 1830 to 1845, in which the figures face starkly forward.
Tarbell’s latest work is that of Addie May Blankenbaker. The latest (and last) known
work by Ruth Shute Tarbell is, in some respect, her most sophisticated composition,
with more fully developed renderings of the dog, and the artist’s increased level of
comfort, showing both of the figures with a third dimension. Together with the
portrait of Ruth, both embody the artist’s growing embrace of Victorian aesthetics—
and express more romantic sentiments, a softer palette, and looser brushwork, than
evident in the crisp, colorful, and direct portraits of her earlier work.

Figure 8 (above left) Ruth Shute Tarbell, Portrait of the Artist’s daughter, Ruth Tarbell (b.
1848), oil on canvas, circa 1855.. Figure 9 (above right) Ruth Shute Tarbell, Portrait of Addie
May Blankenbaker (b.1872) about the age of three, ca. 1875. Oil on canvas, ca. 1875. Both
portrait were previously in a private collection, but the owner bequeathed them upon her
death to an unknown Kentucky institution. [The image on the right derives from a
photograph taken from an oblique angle. Though attempts have been made to compensate
for distortion using Photoshop, it remains distorted due the quality of the original image.
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